We explore the possibility of having a successful leptogenesis through oscillations between new sterile fermion states added to the Standard Model field content in a well motivated framework, naturally giving rise to the required mass splitting between the sterile states through a small total lepton number violation. We propose a framework with only two sterile states forming a pseudo-Dirac state, in which their mass difference as well as the smallness of the neutrino masses are due to two sources of lepton number violation with ∆L = 2, corresponding to an Inverse Seesaw framework extended by a Linear Seesaw mass term. We also explore the pure Inverse Seesaw mechanism in its minimal version, requiring at least four new sterile states in order to comply with neutrino data.
Introduction
The origin of neutrino masses and the leptonic mixing, the Dark Matter (DM) nature and the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) are three of the most pressing open questions of particle and astroparticle physics.
In order to account for neutrino masses and mixings, many extensions of the Standard Model (SM) call upon the introduction of right-handed neutrinos -which are sterile states -giving rise to a Dirac mass term for the neutral leptons. One of the most economical possibility is the embedding of the (standard) seesaw mechanism [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] into the Standard Model (SM). The problem with these scenarios is that they cannot be probed directly: in order to have natural neutrino Yukawa couplings, the typical scale of the extra particles such as right-handed (RH) neutrinos (or even for scalar (fermion) isospin triplets in the case of a type II (III) seesaw) is in general very high, potentially very close to the gauge coupling unification (GUT) scale, thus implying that direct experimental tests of the seesaw hypothesis might be impossible. In contrast, low-scale seesaw mechanisms [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , in which sterile fermions with masses around the electroweak (EW) scale or even much lower are added to the SM, are very attractive since the new states can be produced in collider and/or lowenergy experiments, and their contributions to physical processes can be sizeable, provided a not excessively suppressed mixing to the light (mostly active) neutrinos is present (cf. e.g. [13] for a recent overview of laboratory and cosmological constraints). For instance, this is the case for the νMSM [10] , the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) [6] , the Linear Seesaw (LSS) [14, 15] and the low-scale type-I seesaw [11, 12] . In general, within the seesaw mechanism it is possible to account for the BAU via thermal leptogenesis, see for instance [16, 17] . This kind of mechanism normally requires very high seesaw scales, above 10 8 GeV. An efficient thermal leptogenesis can be nonetheless achieved at a seesaw scale ∼ TeV (see for instance [18, 19] ) in the presence of a resonant amplification [20] . At even lower seesaw scales thermal leptogenesis is no longer at work and one must consider different mechanisms for the generation of any lepton asymmetry. A viable possibility is provided by the mechanism first proposed in [21] , in which a lepton asymmetry is produced by the CP-violating oscillations of a pair of heavy neutrinos. This kind of mechanism has been successfully implemented in the so-called νMSM.
Aiming at simultaneously addressing the problems of neutrino mass generation, BAU and providing a viable DM candidate, the νMSM is a truly minimal extension of the SM through the inclusion of three RH neutrinos (N 1,2,3 R ) [10, [22] [23] [24] . The lightest of these new states, with mass at the keV scale, is substantially sterile, i.e. with highly suppressed couplings both to active neutrinos and to the two other new states, and represents the Dark Matter candidate.
The latter two heavy neutrinos are instead responsible for the light neutrino mass generation, as well as for lepton asymmetries both at early times, giving rise to the BAU, and at later times, accommodating the production of the correct amount of DM [25] . For this to work, the spectrum in the additional sterile states requires a certain pattern, the two heaviest states N 2 R and N 3 R being almost degenerate. Notice however that this requirement can be relaxed by considering, relaxing the DM hypothesis, all the three right-handed neutrinos involved in the leptogenesis process, as it was shown in [26] .
The degeneracy between the heavy neutrinos, which is phenomenologically imposed in the νMSM, can be however naturally explained in frameworks in which the smallness of (active) neutrino masses is directly linked to a small violation of the total lepton number [27] . This can be achieved when, for instance, the Inverse Seesaw [6, 28] mechanism is embedded into the SM. Indeed here, contrary to most of (type I) low-energy seesaw realisations, neutrino masses and mixings are accommodated with natural values of the Yukawa couplings for a comparatively low seesaw scale. The possibility of having sizeable mixings between the active and sterile states renders the model phenomenologically rich, with a potential impact for a number of observables. Moreover, depending on its actual realisation, the ISS allows to accommodate the observed DM relic abundance and (potential) indirect DM detection hints (see for instance [29, 30] ). The mechanism consists in the addition of at least two sets of additional neutrinos with opposite lepton numbers, allowing for a small ∆L = 2 lepton number violating (LNV) mass parameter µ corresponding to a Majorana mass in the sterile sector. The masses of the mostly active neutrinos (light neutrinos) are proportional to µ, while the remaining mostly sterile states are coupled into pseudo-Dirac pairs with mass differences of the order of the LNV parameter µ. In the limit where µ → 0, lepton number conservation is restored. However, in order to be phenomenologically viable, this mechanism requires at least four extra fermions [29] . Another mechanism based on a small violation of the total lepton number is the so called Linear Seesaw [14, 15] . It is similar to the ISS, in the sense that it requires the introduction of two types of fermion singlets with opposite assignment for the total lepton number, and the smallness of the neutrino masses is linked to the small violation of the total lepton number conservation (by two units). The difference with respect to the ISS is that the lepton number violation arises from the new LNV Yukawa couplings of steriles with the left-handed neutrinos.
The present study focuses on the possibility of simultaneously having a very low scale seesaw mechanism -typically at 1 − 10 GeV -at work for generating neutrino masses and mixings as well as an efficient leptogenesis at the electroweak scale, by considering a "natural" and minimal framework (with only two additional neutrinos) giving rise to the needed degeneracy in the spectrum of the sterile states. For this, we consider the ISS and the LSS frameworks and revisit the mechanism of leptogenesis through oscillations [10, 21] . More precisely, we have considered the minimal extension of the SM by two sterile states with couplings leading to an Inverse Seesaw mass structure. Being insufficient to accommodate neutrino data, instead of adding further sterile states, we have completed the scenario with a Linear Seesaw mass term (see for instance [11] ), violating total lepton number also by two units. We have conducted a thorough analytical and numerical analysis investigating both neutrino mass hierarchies, normal (NH) and inverted (IH), for the neutrino mass spectrum.
To this end we have implemented and solved a system of Boltzmann equations and have also derived an analytical expression for the baryon asymmetry in the weak washout regime, supporting our understanding of the behaviour of the numerical solutions. Our studies reveal that this scenario can incorporate a successful leptogenesis through oscillations between the two mostly sterile states while accommodating the observed neutrino data. We have also investigated if our scenario can be probed by SHiP [31] or FCC-ee [32] .
In the second part of this work, we have considered the possibility of having the pure and minimal Inverse Seesaw mechanism with four or five extra neutrinos -that is the ISS(2,2) (or ISS(2,3)) scenario with two RH neutrinos plus two (three) steriles states [29] -at work for an efficient leptogenesis through oscillations. Notice that the ISS(2,3) scenario can provide in principle a DM candidate [30] . We find that the required mass splitting between the pseudoDirac pairs is too large to achieve a successful leptogenesis in the weak washout regime while accommodating neutrino data.
This work is organised as follows: in Section 2 we first describe the idea by means of a toy model framework of one generation (one flavour) and two sterile states, with two sources of lepton number violation corresponding to a combined scenario of the ISS and the LSS. In the second part of this section, we extend the toy model to the full three flavour case and obtain estimates for the scales of our set of parameters. Section 3 is devoted, in its first part, to describing our numerical study of the viable parameter space, taking into account the various constraints on the sterile states. Here we make use of an analytical expression for the BAU in the weak washout regime, which is derived in Appendix A. The second part of Section 3 confronts this expression with the full numerical results for some instructive benchmark points.
The results derived in Section 3 are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the scenario of strong washout regime for the Yukawa couplings. Before concluding, we dedicate Section 6 to the pure minimal ISS. Finally, we provide in Appendix B the relevant numerical input parameters for all the solutions discussed in this work.
Leptogenesis and lepton number violation
In Ref. [21] , followed up and refined e.g. in Refs. [22-24, 33, 34] , a compelling mechanism accommodating neutrino data, the dark matter abundance and providing a successful mechanism for leptogenesis at the electroweak scale was proposed. In its simplest setup, this mechanism requires two additional heavy and nearly mass-degenerate neutrinos N 1,2 R (with masses in the MeV -GeV range [24] ) with sufficiently small Yukawa couplings to the SM, ensuring that these states have not yet reached thermal equilibrium at the electroweak phase transition. Starting from a zero initial abundance, these heavy states are produced thermally as the Universe approaches the electroweak phase transition. Oscillations between these two states produce a CP-asymmetry which induces particle-antiparticle asymmetries in the individual lepton flavours, which are produced in the decay of these states. These asymmetries in the active sector act as a background potential for the sterile flavours (similar to the MSW effect for neutrino oscillations in matter [35] ), resulting in particle-antiparticle asymmetries for the sterile states. The two heavy states have opposite CP and form a pseudo-Dirac pair, thus for negligible Majorana masses no total lepton asymmetry is induced, as the total lepton asymmetry in the active sector balances the one in the sterile sector. At the electroweak phase transition, T ∼ T W , the SM sphaleron processes freeze out, converting the asymmetry in the active sector (and only the active sector) to a net baryon asymmetry. To summarise, the Sakharov conditions [36] necessary for a successful baryogenesis are fulfilled at T T W because (i) the heavy states have not yet reached thermal equilibrium, (ii) the oscillations of the heavy states violate CP and (iii) sphaleron processes violate baryon number. We review this mechanism in more detail in Appendix A, deriving analytical expressions for the produced individual asymmetries.
A crucial ingredient for this mechanism is the small mass splitting between the two sterile states, with a relative degeneracy in the pair at the per mille level, ∆m/M 10 −3 [24] .
This small mass splitting is obtained naturally if there is a symmetry which imposes fully degenerate masses for the heavy states, the small mass splitting is then linked to the small breaking parameters of this symmetry. A simple choice is an additional global U (1) symmetry with opposite charges assigned to the new fields. As a result, the two states N
1,2
R form a Dirac spinor Ψ = N 1 R + (N 2 R ) c , and the U (1) global symmetry mimics the lepton number one [27] . The small breaking of lepton number is moreover a promising source to explain the light neutrino masses, studied in detail in, for instance, Refs. [11, 37, 38] . In the following, we will thus focus on models with approximately conserved lepton number and investigate their viability for leptogenesis through neutrino oscillations.
An instructive toy model
Let us recapitulate the simplest implementation of this idea, by adding to the SM two sterile fermions with opposite lepton number, cf. also [11] . In order to obtain clear analytical results we first consider a toy model with only one active neutrino. In this case the lepton conserving part of the mass matrix is, in the basis (ν L , N 1 R c , N 2 R c ),
with v denoting the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs boson, v = 246 GeV after the EW phase transition, Y denoting the Yukawa coupling of the sterile state with lepton number (+1) to the SM lepton and Higgs doublets and Λ denoting a new mass parameter which will set the scale for the masses of the additional heavy states. The mass spectrum resulting from this mass matrix is
Let us consider now all possible patterns for breaking the global lepton number in M 0 . A term in the (1, 1) entry breaks gauge invariance, and can only be generated in non minimal models, for example by adding an isospin triplet of Higgs fields. Since we are not interested in such a case, there are 3 possible patterns to perturb M 0 :
Here , ξ and ξ are small dimensionless parameters accounting for the breaking of lepton number and Y ∼ Y is a new Yukawa coupling. Without loss of generality we can choose |Y | = |Y |, keeping as a free parameter. The first possibility generates the usual Inverse Seesaw pattern [6, 28] , the second one corresponds to the so called Linear Seesaw [15] , while the third one does not generate neutrino masses at tree level but does it at loop level [39, 40] .
However loop corrections are only relevant in the regime of a large lepton number violation, ξ 1, and since we focus on models with an approximate lepton number conservation we will concentrate on the first two possibilities. 1 Here M contains only a single physical complex 1 This structure can be obtained dynamically by extending the particle content of the SM, e.g. it is possible to generate a small ∆L = 2 mass ∼ ξ Λ as in the general formulation of the Inverse Seesaw [6] , where the smallness of ξ was attributed to the supersymmetry breaking effects in a (superstring inspired) E6 scenario. In the context of a non-supersymmetric SO(10) model, which contains remnants of a larger E6 symmetry, ξ Λ is generated at two-loop while ξ Λ is generated at higher loops, justifying its smallness compared to ∼ ξ Λ [41] .
phase (after absorbing three complex phases by rotating the three fields of the toy model), which we will assign to Y in the following, taking Λ, ξ, and Y to be real and positive.
Perturbatively diagonalising M 0 + ∆M yields expressions (at leading order in the small lepton number violating parameters , ξ 1) for the two quantities relevant for leptogenesis and neutrino mass generation: the mass-scale of the active neutrinos m ν and the mass splitting between the two (heavy) states, ∆m 2 . For the Inverse Seesaw scenario, we find
whereas the Linear Seesaw yields
Here after expanding in ξ or in , we have exploited that the heavy neutrinos cannot be fully thermalised for a viable leptogenesis scenario, implying an upper bound on their Yukawa
From these expressions we can draw several important conclusions. Firstly, comparing
Eqs. (4) and (6) we note that both the Inverse and the Linear Seesaw realisations require the same degree of lepton number violation in order to reproduce the observed light neutrino masses,
Secondly, looking at Eqs. (5) and (7), we note that above the EW phase transition, where v = 0, the mass splitting induced by the Linear Seesaw vanishes, contrary to the one induced by the Inverse Seesaw. This is a relevant detail since successful leptogenesis can occur only above the EW phase transition, where the sphalerons can efficiently convert a lepton asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry. Thermal effects during the oscillation process might alleviate this difficulty [24] . For simplicity we will in the following focus on the situation where the mass splitting is related to the Majorana mass term ξΛ. In the pure Inverse Seesaw model this however implies
For example for Y < √ 2 × 10 −7 , m ν = 0.05 eV and M 1,2 = 1 GeV, this yields ∆m/M 1,2 0.4 -a value far too large for a successful leptogenesis 2 .
In conclusion, the minimal setup to accommodate acceptable light neutrino masses m ν and a sufficiently small mass splitting ∆m 2 is obtained by simultaneously considering both ∆M LSS and ∆M ISS , with > ξ: the leading order contribution to the light neutrino masses stems from , with the scale of determined by Eq. (8) . Above the EW phase transition, the leading order contribution to the mass splitting is in turn set by Eq. (5) and can be sufficiently small for ξ :
This analysis suggests that the minimal viable realisation of our ansatz is given by the
Notice that the ordering of the second and third column/row of Eqs. (2) and (3) A further important parameter, which is particularly relevant for leptogenesis, is the mixing between the two heavy neutrino mass eigenstates. To estimate this, we consider the effective potential for the heavy states arising from the interactions with the SM lepton and
Higgs doublets in the surrounding hot thermal plasma [34] ,
where T denotes the temperature and Y eff are the Yukawa couplings of the heavy mass eigenstates m j , j = 2, 3,
Here U is the matrix which diagonalises 
eigenvectors of the potential V N above the EW phase transition (i.e. for v = 0) are given by
up to corrections of order ξ, 2 . This indicates that in the parameter region of interest, which corresponds to ξ , maximal mixing between the heavy mass eigenstates with a mixing angle of θ P D 45 • and hence particularly efficient oscillations are obtained for → 0.
In this regime, which we will refer to as "perturbative", since viable neutrino masses and a small enough splitting between the heavy states are obtained through a small violation of the lepton number, the condition for a successful leptogenesis can be casted as:
or, equivalently, for the flipped assignment of lepton charges, corresponding to Y →Ỹ = Y :
In the more realistic model with three active flavours, the situation is more complicated, as cancellations in the matrix equations can arise. In particular, may be of order one and still yield viable solutions, though this in some sense goes against the spirit of our ansatz, linking the small mass splitting to an approximate symmetry. In the following, we will refer to this latter type of viable parameter points, approximately identified by the condition 0.1 10,
as "generic", as opposed to the "perturbative" solutions identified above. This section served to clarify the parameter region of interest which requires no matrix cancellations. We will proceed in the next section with a rigorous perturbative expansion of the full three-flavour model in the perturbative region, before turning to a numerical study in Sections 3, 4 and 5.
In Section 6 we will revisit the pure Inverse Seesaw scenario, and investigate if the conclusions above can be circumvented by considering the three active flavours.
Perturbative expansion of the full model
In the previous section, we illustrated a symmetry inspired ansatz for the neutrino mass matrix by means of a 3 × 3 toy model. In this section, we extend this analysis to a full model taking into account the three active flavours, confirming that the estimates for the scales which were obtained in the toy model (one flavour) remain also valid in the full model.
Consider hence the following mass matrix,
In the parameter region of interest, as identified in Section 2.1, all entries of this matrix except for the (4,5) and (5,4) entries are small,
thus justifying a perturbative approach. In this setup we have two additional physical complex phases, whose assignment will be discussed in the next section. Expanding the eigenvalues of M † M to fourth order in any combination of the perturbative parameters (including mixed terms), we can identify the leading order contributions to the decisive quantities, m ν and ∆m 2 . For the masses of the heavy states this yields
up to third order terms in {
As in the toy model of Section 2.1, the overall scale is hence determined by |Λ| and the leading order contribution to the mass splitting is ∆m 2 |ξΛ 2 |.
Proceeding to the light neutrino masses, we notice that one state remains exactly massless while the other two obtain small masses. This scale is given, up to fourth order in
again in agreement with the expectation from the one flavour toy model studied in Section 2.1.
Computation of the baryon abundance
In this section we investigate the impact of requiring a successful leptogenesis on our scenario.
To achieve this task we will compute the baryon abundance for a large set of model realisations, complying with the experimental constraints on the active neutrinos, as well as with limits from possible signatures of the extra sterile fermions in laboratory searches. In order to perform an efficient exploration of the parameter space, we adopt the parametrisation of the neutrino mass matrix introduced in [11] , reviewed in detail in the next subsection. An accurate determination of the baryon density would require the solution of a system of coupled Boltzmann equations, like the ones introduced in [22, 24, 34] , in the entire parameter space.
Unfortunately this task is computationally demanding. For this reason we first focus our analysis on a subset of the parameter space, corresponding to very suppressed values of the Yukawa couplings of the new neutrinos (see below for details). We will refer to this scenario as "weak washout" regime. Here all the heavy neutrinos are far below thermal equilibrium during the entire leptogenesis process; as a consequence there is no depletion of the produced baryon asymmetry from washout processes. In this regime the system of Boltzmann equations can be perturbatively solved (see details on the derivation in Appendix A), resulting in an analytical expression for the baryon abundance Y B well approximating the full numerical result.
We have further implemented the numerical solution of Boltzmann equations to validate and complement our analytical study, extending our analysis beyond the reach of the analytical estimates, cf. Section 5 for an analysis of the "strong washout" regime. This regime is characterised by higher values of the entries of the Yukawa matrix of the heavy neutrinos such that they reach thermal equilibrium at temperatures between the initial production of the lepton asymmetry (i.e. the temperature T L defined in Appendix A) and T W . This entails a depletion of the lepton asymmetry.
For the sake of clearness we will present in the following the main results, while the details of both the analytical and numerical computations will be reviewed in the appendix.
Parametrisation of the mass matrix
We consider the neutrino mass matrix introduced in Eq. (16) . As discussed in Section 2.1, the lepton number violation is represented by the dimensionless parameters and ξ. The entries of the mass matrix associated to these parameters violate the lepton number by the same amount, namely ∆L = 2. Although in a "natural" scenario these two parameters would be expected to be of the same order of magnitude (and both small), we will stick to a more generic case taking them to be free and independent among each other. In particular we will here also allow for large lepton number violation , ξ ∼ 1, going beyond the perturbative expansion of Section 2.1.
In order to identify a minimal set of parameters for a numerical scan, we have adopted the parametrisation introduced in [11] . The Yukawa matrices are expressed as a function of two free parameters y and y , of an additional parameter ρ given by:
and of the elements of the PMNS matrix as:
The three physical phases in the mass matrix (16) (21), the third 'high-energy' phase is assigned to Λ. The parameters , ξ, v, y and y can then be taken to be real and positive and the ∆L = 2 Majorana mass term is taken equal to ξ |Λ|. Using this parametrisation the mass eigenstates coincide with the expressions in the limit of pure Linear Seesaw (the Majorana mass parameter ξ is encoded in the definition of the Yukawa matrices) and are thus given by [11] :
while in the limit |Λ| |Y |v, |Y |v, which is the one relevant for leptogenesis, the masses of the two mostly sterile states are given by:
Notice that this parametrisation generates neutrino masses only according to a normal hier-
archy. An inverted hierarchical spectrum can be obtained by modifying the definition of ρ as:
and by replacing U α3 → U α2 and U α2 → U α1 in Eq. (21).
Parameter scan
As seen in the previous section, the neutrino mass spectrum depends on 6 parameters, y, y , Λ, , ξ, k. These parameters are actually not independent among each other. We can reduce the number of free parameters by imposing the correct values for the neutrino masses (as can be inferred by the atmospheric and solar mass squared differences) through the expressions (22) . We can, for example, determine by imposing a normal hierarchy for the light neutrino masses 4 leading to:
The last line in Eq. (21) implies that only one of the two parameters ξ and k is a free parameter, which we choose to be k. We thus generate a set of models by scanning over y, y , Λ, k within the following ranges:
100 MeV < |Λ| < 40 GeV , 10 −10 < y, y < 1 ,
where, in the spirit of the model, we chose y and y to be of the same order of magnitude for each generated realisation (see Section 2.1). All the generated points are required, besides complying with the correct neutrino mass and mixing pattern [42] , to comply with all laboratory constraints, including LFV processes, searches of heavy neutrinos in rare decay processes and direct production at colliders, as well as a cosmological bound, consisting on the requirement for the lifetime of heavy neutrinos of being below the typical time scale of onset of BBN. The bounds used in our numerical study are based on Ref. [31] . Finally we calculate the baryon asymmetry generated in the oscillations of the sterile neutrinos (cf. Appendix A) 5 :
where
is the mass squared splitting of the heavy neutrinos, T W is the temperature of the EW phase transition -set to 140 GeV, g s counts the degrees of freedom in the thermal bath at T = T W , M 0 ≈ 7 × 10 17 GeV, sin φ ∼ 0.012 and δ = diag(δ α ) is the CP asymmetry in the oscillations defined as:
As before the index α corresponds to a flavour index, while the indices i, j run over the sterile mass eigenstates. The derivation of this expression, firstly introduced in [21, 22] 6 , is carefully 4 For simplicity we are reporting here just the case of a normal hierarchy regarding the light neutrino mass
spectrum. An analogous procedure has been employed in the case of an inverted hierarchy. 5 We follow the notation of Refs. [22, 24, 34] for our expression for the baryon asymmetry.
revisited in the appendix. In the next section, this analytical expression will be confronted with the numerical solution of suitable Boltzmann equations, also detailed in the appendix.
Eq. (27) is valid under the assumption that the baryon asymmetry is produced with maximal efficiency, which is achieved if the heavy sterile neutrinos never reach thermal equilibrium during the generation process and, consequently, washout effects are always negligible. This requirement can be expressed, as rule of thumb, through the condition Y eff αi < √ 2 × 10 −7 [21] (the condition applies to all the elements of the matrix Y eff ).
We consider models as viable if Eq. (27) 
Comparison with numerical results
In this section we compare the analytical expression (27) For each benchmark point we show a set of four plots describing the evolution of the abundance of the two heavy neutrinos, the individual and total asymmetries in the sterile sector, the individual asymmetries in the active sector and, finally, the baryon asymmetry
The baryon asymmetries are also compared with their analytical estimates, represented as dashed lines, whose derivation is described in detail in the appendix. These plots illustrate These are described by Eq. (66) and (70), respectively, after inserting Eqs. (44), (46) and (50) . 7 We note that the asymmetries in the individual flavours, in particular in the active sector, are typically much larger than the total asymmetry in that sector. We have confirmed 7 Notice that the comparison between the numerical determination of the individual asymmetries in the active sector and the analytical expression (66) should be regarded with care. Besides deviations appearing at low temperatures in Figs. 2-3 due to the fact that the heavy neutrinos approach thermal equilibrium (see main text), the two quantities should not exactly coincide. Indeed in the analytical derivation a net baryon asymmetry appears, as a higher order effect, only in Eq. (70) (see also [22] ). This effect, on the contrary, is already automatically encoded in the numerical determination of Y∆α.
that the analytical expressions presented in the appendix are well adapted to describe both the individual asymmetries, as well as the total asymmetries. As expected from global lepton number conservation, the total asymmetries in the active and sterile sector are equal but with opposite sign, as demonstrated in Fig. 4 for the benchmark point of Fig. 1 . The sphaleron processes however only act on the active flavours, yielding a total baryon asymmetry described by Eq. (27) and depicted in the fourth panel of Figs. 1, 2 and 3. asymmetry is created only after thermal/matter effects cause the oscillations to enter into the resonant regime. The net asymmetry increases at lower temperatures due to the not exact overlap between the neutrino states. As can be seen in the bottom right panel, the analytical Rather different is the case of the benchmark presented in Fig. 2 , which features ∼ The late time depletion of the baryon asymmetry is more evident in Fig. 3 , where all the entries of the matrix Y eff are close to the equilibrium value. This translates into a relative difference of approximately 40 % between the analytical and numerical solutions. With a value of ∼ 0.01 for this point, we notice in the top left panel (as in Fig. 1 ) that the two heavy neutrinos appear strongly overlapped. Contrary to the first benchmark model, we observe here a good agreement between the analytical and numerical solutions at early times. This is due to the fact that the oscillations enter rather early in the resonant regime and thus only a small mismatch between the analytical and numerical solutions arises. More generally we have found that in the regime of Y eff close to the equilibrium value, the analytical determination of the baryon density can overestimate the correct value by up to a factor 3. This motivates the choice of a broad range of allowed values for the baryon density in our scan of the parameter space.
Finally we remark that, as already argued in [26] , the asymmetries in the individual active flavours are in general much higher in magnitude, with respect to the total net lepton asymmetry converted by the sphalerons. We notice in particular that larger (in magnitude)
asymmetries are stored in the µ and τ flavours. This is because the considered benchmark model features a normal hierarchical neutrino spectrum. In such a case the matrix Y eff features as well a hierarchical structure with larger values of the entries associated to the µ and τ flavours, which thus achieve larger amounts of asymmetry. 
Discussion of the weak washout regime
In this section we discuss the key results obtained from the dedicated parameter scan in the weak washout regime described in Section 3.2.
In Fig. 5 we depict some instructive properties of the solutions found in the scan over the parameter space before imposing the constraint on the baryon asymmetry. In the left panel,
we show these solutions in the plane ( , sin 2 (2θ P D )). Here θ P D is the mixing angle between the two heavy mass eigenstates resulting from the potential in Eq. (11) . A large mixing angle enhances the oscillations among the heavy states and hence the produced baryon asymmetry.
As discussed in Section 2.1, for small values of the lepton number violating parameter in between the two heavy states, ∆m/M , to give an impression of the viable parameter space.
Here we show only solutions which obey the out-off equilibrium condition, |Y eff | < √ 2 × 10 −7 .
We find solutions within the assumed viable range of values of the baryon asymmetry, i.e. 64) is the temperature at which the production of the lepton asymmetry is peaked. Although lower mass splittings are not excluded for a viable leptogenesis [24] , since thermal effects can modify the value of the mass splitting inferred by the diagonalization of the mass matrix, we have imposed this lower bound in order to compare the numerical and the analytical determinations of the baryon abundance.
As clarified in Appendix A, the latter relies on the assumption that the temperature dependent mass splitting originated during oscillations is subdominant with respect to the one sourced by ξ. numerical study in Ref. [24] and we find excellent agreement as far as the parameter space considered overlaps.
In the right panel of Fig. 8 , we show the mixing between the active and the sterile sector, parametrised by the mixing matrix element |U µ4 |, as a function of M 1 , the mass of the lighter of the two heavy states. Similar results hold, of course, for all other U αI , and in fact the total active-sterile mixing αI |U αI | 2 is bounded from below by the seesaw relation (see e.g. [24, 27, 44] ). The active-sterile mixing U αI is a particularly interesting quantity, since it is in principle experimentally accessible through experiments such as SHiP [31, 45] , FCC-ee [32] and LBNF/DUNE [46] . Unfortunately, the viable parameter points for solutions in the weak washout regime are found to be below the expected sensitivity of these experiments, with the exception of a very small region of particularly light sterile states, M 1 500 MeV, which can be reached by LBNF/DUNE. We remark however that our study has been limited, up to now, to a subset of the parameter space, due to the limitation of the analytical expression of Eq. (27) . In the next section we will extend (at least partially) our analysis to regions characterised by higher values of Y eff and, consequently, higher values of the mixing between the heavy and the active neutrinos, which can be possibly probed in future facilities. We anticipate in Fig. 8 two solutions associated to a viable leptogenesis in the strong washout scenario, whose active-sterile mixing is represented by the two asterisks. It is evident that these model realisations can be probed by both SHiP and LBNF/DUNE.
5 Solutions in the strong washout regime In this section we will investigate the possibility of achieving a successful leptogenesis in the case where the matrix Y eff has entries above the equilibration value √ 2×10 −7 . In this situation the analytical solution of Eq. (27) is not valid since we can no longer neglect the depletion of the baryon abundance when the heavy sterile neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium. At the same time higher entries of the Y eff correspond to a more efficient production of the sterile neutrinos which translates into an accordingly more efficient generation of a lepton asymmetry.
The correct amount of the baryon abundance might hence be in principle obtained even in a strong washout regime, provided that a sufficiently high initial lepton asymmetry is created.
A full numerical exploration of the parameter space is computationally very demanding.
We will thus limit our analysis to some relevant benchmark points which will be used to The first benchmark point, reported in Fig. 9 , has values of |Y eff αi | slightly above the equilibration condition. In this case the sterile neutrinos reach thermal equilibrium only at a rather late time. The depletion of the lepton asymmetry is limited and a value of Y B above the observed value is obtained, demonstrating the feasibility of leptogenesis in this regime. The second benchmark point, cf. Fig. 10 , features higher entries of the Yukawa matrices but still exceeding the equilibrium conditions by less than one order of magnitude, i.e. √ 2 × 10 −7 < |Y eff αi | < 10 −6 . As already anticipated, the expected stronger washout effects are compensated by the higher initially produced lepton asymmetry leading to Y B (T W ) ∼ 4 × 10 −10 , again sizeably above the observed value.
Finally we consider a benchmark point with |Y eff αi | 10 −6 , cf. Fig. 11 . In this last case depletion effects are largely dominant and the final value of the baryon abundance is several orders of magnitude below the correct one, indicating that here the washout is too strong to allow for successful leptogenesis. Notice that an upper bound on the Yukawa coupling in the strong washout regime has been derived in Ref. [27] ,
The benchmark points presented so far were characterised by matrices Y eff with entries of similar size (cf. Appendix B). This implies that the lepton asymmetry is generated with similar efficiency for all the three neutrino flavours. On the other hand, a viable neutrino spectrum can be obtained, in our scenario, also in the case of "hierarchical" structure, i.e. . 8 ). The shown plots refer to normally ordered spectra of active light neutrinos. Our result partially resembles the scenario of flavoured leptogenesis discussed in [26] . However contrary 6 A special case: the inverse seesaw A special case of the ansatz introduced in Section 2 arises for → 0, referred to as the Inverse seesaw. As discussed in Ref. [29] , minimal realisations of this scenario in agreement with neutrino oscillation data, laboratory and unitarity constraints, as well as constraints from lepton flavour violating observables, require four or five additional heavy states (referred to as ISS(2,2) and ISS(2,3), respectively). With respect to Eq. (16), the fourth row/column is extended to contain two "right-handed neutrino" fields and the fifth row/column is extended to two or three "sterile" fields, respectively. Schematically, the mass matrix can be written
Here in the ISS(I, J) setup Y and ξ are understood as 3 × I and J × J matrices. Z is a I × J matrix with entries of order unity. The entries of the Z and Y matrices are taken complex and the matrix ξ can be taken real and diagonal [29] .
The new states form two heavy pseudo-Dirac pairs of mass O(Λ) with squared masssplittings of order O(ξΛ 2 ), the ISS(2,3) case features in addition a sterile state at the scale O(ξΛ). In the mass ranges of eV or keV, the latter is an interesting candidate to address anomalies in the neutrino oscillation data or to explain dark matter [30] , respectively. The two heavier pseudo-Dirac pairs are promising candidates for generating a baryon asymmetry, as discussed in Section 2.1. Given that we are now dealing with a 7×7 or 8×8 mass matrix, there are clearly many possibilities for cancellations in the equations and we can no longer trust the simple estimates of Section 2.1, which as we recall, lead us to disfavour the pure ISS due to a too large mass splitting of the heavy states. Indeed, a detailed scan of the ISS(2,3) parameter space performed in [30] found solutions for the light sterile state in the sub-eV to 100 keV range, pointing to mass-splittings of order ∆m 2 ∼ (10 keV) 2 − (10 MeV) 2 . In addition, suitable Yukawa couplings below the critical value of √ 2 × 10 −7 are indeed achievable for light neutrino masses and mixings in agreement with current observations. This renders this scenario very promising for a minimal low-energy setup to simultaneously explain neutrino masses, dark matter and leptogenesis. In the following we revisit this setup, clarifying that, despite the large number of parameters, a successful leptogenesis in the weak washout regime cannot be achieved.
We have shown in Section 2.1 that for the ISS toy model the requirements Y < √ 2 × 10 −7 , m ν = 0.05 eV and Λ = 1 GeV, imply ∆m 2 (0.4 GeV) 2 , a value too large for leptogenesis.
Let us now generalise this result using the full matrix equations and considering first an ISS(3,3) setup, for which all the relevant submatrices are invertible 3 × 3 matrices. It is possible to define the 3 × 3 PMNS mixing matrix N as [12, 48] 
where V is a unitary matrix and η parametrises the deviation from unitarity,
which is hermitian. Retaining only the first order terms in the non-unitarity parameters, which are expected to be small, one has
In terms of the unitary 9 × 9 leptonic mixing matrix U we have (no sum over α)
implying for the active-sterile mixing
since Tr A † A = Tr |A T ||A| . The effective Yukawas are related to the mixing matrix and to the mass eigenstates by (no sum over i)
In the ISS scenario, the neutrino mass matrix is given by
and in a basis in which ξ is positive and diagonal
From Eqs. (34, 35, 37) , the Yukawa couplings between the active flavours and the heavy mass eigenstates are then bounded from below by
Finally, imposing the lower bound in Eq. (38) to lie below the out-of equilibrium condition, (0.25 GeV) 2 , in good agreement with the estimation obtained in the toy model using Eq. (9). In conclusion, the ISS(3,3) model yields a mass splitting which is significantly too large for viable leptogenesis in the weak washout regime, which requires ∆m 2 MeV 2 [26] . Moreover, the scale max|ξ jj |Λ which sets the scale of the potential DM candidate in the ISS(2,3) model is found to be unpleasantly large: X-ray observations exclude sterile neutrinos heavier than about 100 keV contributing significantly to the DM abundance [49] .
Since the lower bound in Eq. (38) relies on the assumption M i Λ for every i > 3, one may expect that the above conclusions are invalidated if a large mass difference among the different pseudo-Dirac pairs is present. In order to probe the feasibility of this configuration we performed a numerical scan of the the simpler phenomenologically viable realisation, the ISS(2,2). We generated the entries of the complex submatrices ZΛ and ξΛ in the ranges 100 MeV ≤ |Z ij | Λ ≤ 40 GeV and 1 eV ≤ |ξ ij | Λ ≤ 10 GeV, taking the different entries in each submatrix to be of the same order of magnitude. The Dirac submatrix was generated using a modified version of the Casas-Ibarra parametrisation [50] adapted for the ISS(2,2)
where the "orthogonal" matrix R is defined as 
As is evident from this figure, and mass M1 for the lightest sterile state in the ISS(2,2). The colour coding refers to the relative mass degeneracy δ45 with a high (low) degeneracy marked in yellow (blue).
the quantities governing the efficiency of leptogenesis: 9 the mass degeneracy δ 45 and effective Yukawa coupling Y eff 4 . As it is evident the condition δ 45 < 10 −3 is not reached, and the parameter space of the model prefers the region 0.1 δ 45 1. Besides of being ineffective for leptogenesis, these realisations are clearly outside the "natural" region of the inverse seesaw, in which ξ 1. We conclude that in the weak washout regime, and in particular in the regime of approximate lepton number conservation, ξ 1, solutions which are able to accommodate both neutrino oscillation data and a viable leptogenesis are hard, if not impossible, to find. Although we have conducted a detailed numerical study only for the ISS(2,2) scenario, we expect similar results to hold for the ISS(2,3) setup. The additional state in the ISS (2, 3) with a mass of O(ξΛ) comes with correspondingly suppressed Yukawa couplings, implying a negligible effect on leptogenesis, which relies only on the heavier states. Moreover, since the weak washout regime prefers large values of ξ, cf. Fig. 13 , the particularly attractive parameter range of the ISS(2,3), which can simultaneously account for DM, is disfavoured since the potential DM candidate would be too heavy to comply with the aforementioned X-ray constraints.
We remark that this however does not exclude the ISS as a viable setup for a low-scale leptogenesis, since solutions in the strong washout regime may be allowed. This region of the parameter space is however outside the range of validity of our analytical solution Eq. (27) .
We leave the numerical exploration of the relevant parameter space of the model for a future study.
Conclusion
In The main goal was to study the feasibility of simultaneously having a very low scale seesaw mechanism -typically at 1 − 10 GeV -at work for generating neutrino masses and mixings as well as an efficient leptogenesis through oscillations at the electroweak scale within this "natural" and minimal framework. Here the naturally arising pseudo-Dirac state ensures a highly efficient leptogenesis due to its small mass splitting. We have also considered the (pure) Inverse Seesaw mechanism in which several pseudo-Dirac states arise naturally.
We have conducted a comprehensive analytical and numerical analysis investigating both neutrino mass hierarchies, normal (NH) and inverted (IH), for the neutrino mass spectrum and exploring the different washout regimes for the baryon asymmetry of the Universe. To this end we have implemented and solved a system of Boltzmann equations and have additionally derived an analytical expression for the baryon asymmetry, providing a better understanding of the behaviour of the solutions.
Our studies reveal that our scenario (SM extended by two right-handed neutrinos with two sources of lepton number violation by 2 units) is efficient to generate a successful leptogenesis through oscillations between the two mostly sterile states while complying with all available data. Our analytical expression is valid in the weak washout regime and agrees with the results obtained by numerically solving the system of Boltzmann equations. In the regime of strong washout, which is numerically very demanding, we have nevertheless proven that our scenario can provide successful leptogenesis, with values of the active-sterile mixing that can be probed by future facilities such as SHiP.
We have conducted the same study for the pure Inverse Seesaw setup, in which case we find that the mass splitting between the states in the pseudo-Dirac pairs is too large to achieve a successful leptogenesis in the weak washout regime while accommodating the neutrino data. This analysis is however not conclusive to discard the ISS scenario since it relies on the (severe) condition that all the Yukawa couplings are below the equilibration value. A complete analysis of the whole parameter space in this case is numerically very demanding, and will be the purpose of a future study.
A Analytical determination of the baryon asymmetry
In this appendix we review the main details regarding the analytical and numerical determinations of the baryon asymmetry. The starting point is a system of coupled Boltzmann equations for the density matrices ρ AB with A, B = {N,N , L,L} associated, respectively, to sterile neutrinos, active leptons and their anti-particles. This kind of system has been originally introduced in [22] , and has been reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations.
A more refined version of this system, also adopted in this work, retaining the full dependence on the momentum k of the density matrices, has been successively proposed in [34] . In this case one has to solve a system of integro-differential equations (cf. Eqs. (12) and (14) of [34] ) of the form:
Here we have taken the active leptons to be in thermal equilibrium, allowing us to trade their equations for equations of the chemical potentials µ e , µ µ , µ τ .
with A = diag(e µe , e µµ , e µτ ) representing a matrix of chemical potentials, ρ eq the equilibrium abundance of the mode with wavenumber k, determined by the temperature of the thermal bath T , and N D = 2.
The first term on the rhs of Eq. (42) 
with N C = 3 and the top Yukawa coupling h t 1. Here it is assumed that these rates are dominated by scattering processes involving the top quark. As was pointed out in
Refs. [51, 52] , scattering processes involving EW gauge bosons and multiple scatterings mediated by soft gauge bosons also contribute at the leading order, inducing an enhancement of the decay/production rates by about a factor 3 around the EW scale. Such processes can also contribute, at higher order, to the CP asymmetry [51] , however, their corresponding contribution has, see e.g. [53] , not been calculated yet for the scenario under consideration.
As already commented in e.g. [24] their impact on the scenario under investigation cannot be straightforwardly determined. Hence for a consistent treatment, we restrict ourselves to the top quark scattering processes. Analogously to [24] we have regarded the uncertainty introduced at this point to be of similar order as the other uncertainties in the treatment, and we do not expect it to significantly modify our final results. A calculation of the missing CP-violating rates is an important step towards a precise treatment of leptogenesis through neutrino oscillations, but is beyond the scope of the present work.
The abundances of the various species are given by
where s = 
while the asymmetry in the leptonic flavour can be determined from the chemical potentials as:
According the conservation of the total (active plus sterile) lepton number, the baryon abundance Y B is given by:
The properties of the system (42)-(43) and of its solutions have been extensively studied in [34] . A useful simplification is to assume that the momentum distribution of the heavy neutrinos is proportional to the equilibrium one (this is equivalent to state the the heavy neutrinos are in kinetic equilibrium), i.e.:
With this substitution we can trace the evolution of the abundances of the heavy neutrinos through the only time dependent functions R N,N . The system of Boltzmann equations is then casted as:
As discussed in [34] , in very good approximation the system can be solved by reducing it to a system of ordinary equations for a single mode k * , equivalent to the one presented [22] , by a suitable replacement of the type k * ∼ T . Notice that the choice of k * must maintain the system self-consistent, i.e. it should preserve lepton number. This condition can be stated as:
and can be satisfied only for k * = 2 T , rather than for k * = 3 T , corresponding to the conventional thermal average. 10 The system (51), with the substitution k → k * = 2T is the one used in our study. Notice that, although very similar, the system (51) does not exactly coincide with the one presented in [22] . In particular the coefficient of the third term of the right-hand side of the equation for R N differs by a factor 2/3. This is an important point since this term represent the connection term between the active and sterile sector which is mostly responsible of the generation of the lepton asymmetry.
As stated in the main text, despite the simplification discussed, an extensive numerical analysis is still very difficult. For this reason we have limited the numerical study to some relevant benchmarks, as reported e.g. in Figures 1, 2 and 3 and have adopted, for the study of the parameter space, an analytical solution which is valid in the so-called weak wash-out regime. This analytical solution is derived following the procedure proposed in [22, 33] . The final expression differs, however, by a O(1) factor with respect to these references due to the different starting system, as mentioned above.
A.1 Analytical solution in the weak washout regime The first step is to solve the equations for R N,N . First of all, one can perform the following 10 In the notation used in this appendix this implies γ(t) = γ(T ) = γ(k * /2) = 2 γ(k * ).
transformation [23] :
with
where E i denotes the energies of the two heavy neutrinos. This transformation encodes the oscillations processes in the sterile neutrino production term. In this way we obtain
where we have dropped the terms proportional to (A − I) and (A −1 − I) and have defined
Physically, this corresponds to ignoring the back reaction of the asymmetry in the active sector on the production of the sterile neutrinos. For the size of asymmetries in the active sector which we are phenomenologically interested in, this is a very good approximation.
The asymmetry in the active sector will however become important in the next order of our perturbative expansion, which we will need when determining the asymmetry in the sterile sector, as we will see below.
In the weak washout regime characterised by R N 1, we can solve Eq. (55) by dropping all the terms proportional to R N ,
Let us now move to the equation for the chemical potential. At leading order in µ α and after inserting Eq. (57), we find
After some manipulation, exploiting in particular E(t 1 )E † (t 2 ) ij = diag exp(i
this expression can be simplified to
This result denotes the leading order asymmetry in the individual flavours of the active sector induced by the sterile neutrino oscillations. This asymmetry in turn generates an effective potential for the sterile neutrino states, inducing an asymmetry in the sterile sector, as we will discuss below. The backreaction of this asymmetry in the sterile flavours will finally generate a net asymmetry (at next order in the perturbative expansion) in the active sector.
Introducing
the remaining integral can be computed by changing the variables to
, where
will turn out to be the characteristic temperature of the leptogenesis process. 
where sin φ 0.012 is defined in [21] 11 , we find 
The function J 32 has a very interesting behaviour. At early times, i.e. x 1, J 32 (x) = 3 20 x 5 , while, after a sharp transition at x 1, it becomes constant. The asymptotic value for x 1 is given by: J 32 (x) = 2 1/3 π 3/2 9 Γ(5/6) .
11 To give a physical intuition, sin φ roughly corresponds to the ratio of decay rate over effective potential for the sterile states, or correspondingly to the ratio of the imaginary over the real part of the one-loop diagram
Given this behaviour, it is safe to assume that the lepton asymmetry, encoded in the chemical potential µ α , is mostly generated at the temperature T L .
The last step is to compute the asymmetry in the sterile sector. At leading order we have to compute:
Performing a direct integration this yields 
where we have profited from the asymptotic behaviour of the function J 32 to analytically solve the integral, since the asymmetry in the sterile sector is generated mainly at T < T L .
The asymmetry stored in the sterile sector is obtained as the trace of Eq. (70). Since the total lepton number is conserved (recall that in the parameter space of interest the Majorana mass terms are much smaller than the temperature of the thermal bath), the same asymmetry but with an opposite sign is contained in the active flavours. SM sphaleron processes couple only to the active flavours, converting the asymmetry stored there into a baryon asymmetry, 
